Success Story
25% Annual Growth Increase Pleasantly Surprises E-retailer
“We receive orders from every corner of the globe, and even an hour of lost productivity sets us back. We must always be available or someone else will be. In
addition to the peace of mind that our data is accessible and secure, we’ve grown
by 25% in annual revenue since switching to IsUtility®.” - Debi Wexler, CEO
The Challenge: Globalizing market reach
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seamlessly process and exchange data, thus
reducing redundancies and improving productivity.

capabilities enables managers to concurrently tend to
business overseas while receiving updated information
on activities back home.



SAS-70 datacenter protects confidential data from vi-



Desk assures consistency of Whiteflash’s daily business process by resolving technical issues within five
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Security threats eliminated by 100%
Proactive system monitoring safeguarding in a secure
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Integr ated mobile c apac ity enables managers to concurrently tend to business overseas while receiving real- time data on activities
at HQ

minutes or less.
Weekend and after-hours sales transactions can be

To request a first-hand account of this case
study, please inform your Executive Solution

